DATA SHEET

Migration Accelerator
for SharePoint
Make your migration simple with
Proventeq’s Migration Accelerator

Migration Accelerator, the content migration tool from Proventeq, not only smoothly migrates your
business content from your existing enterprise content management platform but allows you to
gain the maximum value from your information by ensuring its new home is truly optimised for
productivity, collaborative working and business growth.
Migration Accelerator maximises the potential of your content and information management
infrastructure throughout each stage of your migration project, and is the perfect migration tool for
high-volume, complex content migration projects where integrity, continuity and enrichment are a
priority.

Before migrating to SharePoint
Gain Actionable Insights
Identify critical content and scale your new content
architecture accurately with advanced discovery,
analysis and reporting functions.

potential risks to your project. Helps identify potential
issues when moving into SharePoint due to technical
constraints e.g. maximum URL length, invalid
characters, blocked file sizes, blocked file types etc.
These can be identified in advance and the migration
can be configured to address these prior to load into
target.

Enrich & Restructure Your Content
Negate Risks
Stay on schedule and within budget with intelligent
pre-migration checks to pre-emptively identify

Give your content the context you need with
enrichment via classification, IA remapping, metadata &
taxonomy.

During your migration to
SharePoint
Maintain Business Continuity
Minimise departmental downtime thanks to high-speed,
incremental migration and reusable scheduled tasks.

Transform How You Work with Content
Enable your workforce to work with all content types,
even handwritten documents, thanks to advanced OCR
and format conversion.

Enrich metadata of content in the target using
advanced rules-based transformation
Allows setting of metadata values in the target based on
easy to configure rules. The metadata values can either
come directly from the source system or computed as
part of the rules. Write custom rules using PowerShell
and extend the possibilities of enhancing the content
and metadata.

Seamlessly Enforce Compliance
Migration Accelerator’s customisable rules give you the
power to ensure compliance with your internal and
industry standards by applying the right retention and
sensitivity labels.

Map users, groups and security
Map active or inactive users and groups from source
to active users in a target. Preserve content security by
mapping access rights.

Intelligently Classify Your Documents
Intelligently classify the ever-increasing volume of
unstructured information created by your business
every day. Allows mapping of categories from the
source system to the content types configured in the
target system.

Restructure content hierarchy
Reorganise content into different locations in the
target. Restructure existing hierarchy to meet current
business needs or consolidate content from deep
nested hierarchy into a simpler structure.

Manage links
Update source system proprietary hyperlinks inside the
document with SharePoint links to keep the links active
post-migration.
Avoid content duplication by migrating linked content
or multi-filed content (single document filed/linked
from multiple folders) as a link to document within
SharePoint.
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Full audit reports
Proventeq Migration Accelerator provides item level
audit reports and Exception reports.

Simulation run to validate rules and outcome

Achieve High Performance & Scalability

Save time by testing the outcome of rules prior to
migration using a simulation run.

Accelerate your move to a better business future by
migrating millions of items a day using our scalable,
high-throughput engine.

After migrating to SharePoint

Improved User Productivity

Reduce downtime with incremental (delta)
migration

Exploit the potential of your content through optimised
IA and searchability and turn your information into your
most powerful business asset

Expedite go-live with minimal downtime achieved using
incremental migration

Integrate Your Content Portfolio
Want to keep an existing system live after migration?
Consolidate content from multiple source systems and
repositories easily and quickly.

Supported Systems
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Trusted By Organisations Across The Globe

City of Phoenix

Testimonials

A unique and complex migration, with
problems solved in flight in order to deliver
successfully. We have validated that the
entire content has been migrated. Return on
investment has been proved in terms of our
ongoing DfE savings, having moved from Echo
Meridio
Philip Humphries
Head of Knowledge & Information
Department for Education

Migrating from a legacy eDiscovery platform
to SharePoint, was not an easy task, but
Proventeq made it look easy. This project is
saving us about $100,000 in licensing annual
cost, 20TB of storage and countless number
of hours performing eDiscovery requests
using an 8-year-old platform. Everything
went smooth, on time and every project
meeting was meaningful. O+G and Proventeq
are a team of professionals that I would
recommend any time, for similar projects

Moving to Office 365 was a key component of
our on-going plan to centralise and improve
accessibility and gain more meaningful
insights from our business and scientific
data. Working closely with Proventeq as our
specialist technical partner, we were able to
migrate from our legacy content management
platform into Oﬃce 365 with conﬁdence
Adam Lythgoe
IT Manager
Business Services, LifeArc

Working with Proventeq allowed us to figure
out all of the different mechanics of how to
migrate and restructure our data This allowed
us to have a clean break and start working
immediately in the new system
Honza Cervenka
Internal Project Lead
McAllister Olivarius

Sorin Bodea
Director of IT Security Operations
AvalonBay Communities
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